
“Miradas Manufacturadas” 
 
 
 
Venice does not exist unless you look at it with your eyes, beyond your mind.  
 
Each work, which wants to be called a work of art, exposes itself to this dramatic 
court: who does not see that work as a work of art, who does not recognize it, sees it 
as an object among others. Carmen does not represent 'Venice'. Venice no longer 
exists other than in the eyes of the beholder. Carmen stages the ‘eyes’, and Venice no 
longer exists because nobody looks at it. Carmen does it, and makes it live.  
 
To 'look' at Venice, we must pay less attention to its representation and more to the 
gaze it is dedicated to. Seeing is 'representing', building a city — whatever it may be 
— as if it were a stone and water factory. Like Venice. Water, in fact, changes, day 
after day, the very shape of the city that the 'world' calls Venice. The world imagines 
Venice as a still, quiet and dead place. Venice, on the other hand, as Carmen knows, 
lives in 'Fondamenta Nove’ one of the parts most exposed to the transformation 
through water, as it lives in her eyes.  
 
While she takes Venice with her, in her memory, like a totem, a presence, prior even 
to her works, Carmen 'betrays' it, like every best artist. Every eye that is set on stage, 
every shadow of the eyes that seems to be on stage, returns, after 25 years, to her 
memory without returning, at all to her life. The shadows she has managed to make, 
which pierce her eyes, using them, are the key to a stare that is now far away, which 
remains, without saying why.  
 
I met Carmen exactly 25 years ago, in Venice. Her gaze, even then, was versed in 
sculpture which, for now, is that art of reconstruction of the gaze and observation of 
the present, of the life that one would like to be present in, that is: the re-enactment.  
 
After 25 years, between the best Brancusi, and a splendid ability to "re-enact" that 
experience, that year spent in Venice, I know, I see how much, artistically speaking, 
how the forms of Venice, with her art, Carmen was able to rethink.  
 
Venice is a place that needs 'gentle' art forms, like Carmen’s, so that we can tell, first 
of all, a past.  
 
Carmen's gaze is that past that returns, in its most gentle form, with its materials, its 
shadows, the voids in its realized works, which Venice needs. Venice needs this 
kindness: less memory, more remembrance . Less painting, more sculpture, in the way 
and form of whom, Venice lived it. Emilio Raimondi November, 2019 
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